
The Maturing Christian And The Importance Of Sound Doctrine 

I.  Titus 2:1 Teach things that are of _________________ doctrine  
 - What does sound doctrine do?  
  1. It provides ______________     
  2. Curbs _________________     
  3. Gives a _________________     
  4. Leads to _________________  
 
II. 1 Cor. 12:12  We are ______________ body with many parts  
 A. When they have a solid foundation in the Word of God they will better understand the 
  fit and fashion of the church at large  
  This makes it easier for those whom you disciple to plug in to the body therefore    
  greatening their chance of continued growth and walking with God.  

III. Jude 1:3  A solid foundation will help them ______________ for their faith  
 A. They can’t defend what they don’t know 
 B. When they contend for something they fight for it  
IV. Rev. 22:18-19 We are not ______________, we are curriers  
 A. 2 Tim. 1:13 Hold fast the pattern of sound words which you have heard from me, in   
  faith and love which are in Christ Jesus. 
  – HOLD FAST 
 B. When their foundation is intact, they are able to understand when someone is     
  speaking truth  
V. 1 Tim. 1:9-10 Sound doctrine curbs corrupt ______________  
 A. As they grow up, they leave behind certain things  
VI. 1 John4:1 Learn how to take a ______________. 
 A.  We may not always agree on all things but love always wins in the end   
  - balance not being dogmatic about things vs the willingness to learn where you    
   could be wrong as well.  
  - Teach them to simply put things on the shelf and wait for God to change one or the  
   other.  
  - When teaching others, don't teach someone contrary to those in authority over you  
   and your students.  



   Ex: If the Senior Leader teaches one thing, a small group leader should not teach  
    the opposite or undermine what they are teaching just because they think the   
    that Senior Leader is wrong.  
    In the end, that Senior Leader will have to answer for that if they are wrong. If   
    the group leader can not teach the same thing with a clear conscience, It is    
    better if  they simple refrain to comment and refer "up line".  
Acts 20:29 For I know this, that after my departure savage wolves will come in among you, 
not sparing the flock. 

VII. Know and teach how to ______________  
 A. Sound doctrine enables them to recognize someone/thing trying to pull them away   
  from the sheepfold (how does a wolf kill ... it isolates)  
VIII. It is important to know fake vs. ______________  
 A. There is great importance of listening to your spirit and the voice of God within you to  
  distinguish some of this.  
IX. Mat. 13:25 Be on ______________.  
 A. Even the best people can walk in areas of untruth and not even know it. 


